2022-2023 Leadership Fellows Program Application (Sample)

Applicant Information
Date of birth *
Country of citizenship *
Primary Mailing Address *
Primary Contact Number *
Secondary Contact Number
Primary Email *
Secondary Email *
Who is providing the financial support for your candidacy? *
Select one option
⭘ My company
⭘ Self-funded
⭘ I would like to apply for a scholarship
How much funding are you seeking via scholarship?
Select one option
⭘ Full
⭘ Partial
Please specify the amount requested in USD *

How did you learn about the Fellows Program?
Are you related by family or marriage to any member of the International
Women's Forum? *
Select one option
⭘ Yes
⭘ No
Please specify whom you are related to at the International Women's Forum *
The International Women's Forum does not discriminate on the basis of race/ethnicity, sexual
orientation or disability. In order to track our diversity efforts and ensure we consider the needs of all
those in our programming, please consider the following optional questions.

To which of the following ethnic groups do you identify with? Your response is
strictly voluntary.
Select one or more options
☐ African, African-American or Black
☐ American Indian, Alaska Native, Native Hawaiian or Pacific Island or Indigenous Canadian
☐ Arab or Arab-American
☐ Asian or Asian-American
☐ Caucasian
☐ Hispanic or Latino
☐ Other

Do identify as a member of the LGBTQ community? Your response is strictly
voluntary and is kept confidential.
Select one option
⭘ Yes
⭘ No
Are you a person who identifies as having a disability? Your response is
strictly voluntary and is kept confidential.
Select one option
⭘ Yes
⭘ No
Please specify any further information you would like us to know or any
accommodations you would like to request.
Page: Employment Information
Total years of professional employment *
Current Employer *
Current Title *
Industry *
i.e. academia, financial services, et cetera
Size of annual budget (USD) *
You may use symbols and numbers in this field
Summary of duties *

Assistant's e-mail
Name of immediate supervisor *
Title of immediate supervisor *
Supervisor telephone *
Supervisor e-mail *
Employer address
Please submit a current resume/CV. *
[File Upload]

Is there anything else you would like us to know about you? *
Select one or more options
☐ Yes
☐ No
Please elaborate here:

Recommendations
Two recommendations are required for your application. Please list below the names, positions and
addresses of the persons writing a recommendation on your behalf, as well as their relationship to you.
Recommendation #1 should be completed by the senior-most executive in
your organization.
Recommendation #2 should be from a professional peer outside of your
organization.
If you would like to include one additional supplemental recommendation, there is an
upload button to include as an attachment.
Recommendation #1 *
Use the fields below to automatically send a Letter of Recommendation request to the senior-most executive
in your organization or reporting line. Fill out the recommender's full name and a valid e-mail address below,
then click the button "Send Request" to start this process. The recommender will receive an e-mail with
instructions on how to provide their recommendation - This person will not need to create an account in
order to submit information.
Keep in mind, if this field displays (Not Received), this means that your request was successfully sent, but the
recommender has not yet submitted materials.
Full Name:
Email:
Recommendation #2 *
Use the fields below to automatically send a Letter of Recommendation request to a professional peer outside
of your organization. Fill out the recommender's full name and a valid e-mail address below, then click the
button "Send Request" to start this process. The recommender will receive an e-mail with instructions on how
to provide their recommendation - This person will not need to create an account in order to submit
information.
Keep in mind, if this field displays (Not Received), this means that your request was successfully sent, but the
recommender has not yet submitted materials.
Full Name:
Email:
Supplementary Recommendations
Please note that supplementary recommendations are not the standard and candidates without this
additional recommendation will not be judged negatively.

Essays
Legacy Project *
Each Fellow will be required to have a Legacy Project that she will work on during and after the program.
This project may represent the next step in an initiative on which you are already working, or the first step in
a new project. The project should provide you with the opportunity to apply the skills and competencies
learned throughout the program. We expect each Fellow to begin the program having adequately thought
through many of the important elements required to achieve a significant outcome.
In 500 words or less, please provide a summary of what your Legacy Project
would be.
In your summary, please include a description of how your project is a significant step in a relevant initiative,
has achievable near-term outcomes, leverages your knowledge and experience, and will require an increase in
your personal performance.
Essays should be no longer than one page, or between 250 and 400 words
per answer.
All applicants must answer the following questions.
Thinking about those individuals and experiences that have influenced who
you are today, both personally and as a leader, which of those do you identify
as the most significant and why? *
What are your professional goals, and how do you think the Fellows Program
will promote them? *
Please include in your answer both short-term and long-term goals, as well as the
skills you seek to develop through the program.
One of the goals of the Fellows Program is to establish a Mentor Culture
among women. Each Fellow is matched with an IWF Mentor for part of the
program year. How do you see yourself bringing this unique opportunity back
to your community and to your professional organization? *
Describe a volunteer, civic, or community activity that has been particularly
meaningful to you and why, and / or recount your most substantial
contribution in this area. *

